The Mechanical Pipeline
IPEX System 15® and System XFR®
Support New Multi-Purpose Complex

The new Pictou County
Wellness Centre is a
world-class, multi-purpose
gathering centre
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The new Pictou County Wellness Centre is a

Fast becoming the norm in building DWV

world-class, multi-purpose gathering centre
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» Meets code requirements for noncombustible buildings
» Significantly lighter than cast iron
» Easier to install
» Corrosion resistant
» High impact resistance
» Improved flow

is a PVC pipe that is rated for installation in

term cost benefits over the life of the system.

high buildings and plenum applications where
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“We used System 15 and System XFR for all
of the drainage, sanitation and main and lateral

Weighing much less than cast iron piping,

rain water leaders at the new complex,” says

System 15 and System XFR are significantly

MacIntosh. “We’ve been using the product for

easier to store, handle and install. No special

quite some time. The IPEX team are good to
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lower installation labour costs and time. PVC
also offers excellent insulating properties. Unlike
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providing engineers with the versatility to
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“We mostly used the XFR product for speed,”

This feature proves particularly advantageous
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in avoiding blockages with today’s lower flow,

Mechanical who installed the DWV system
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for the Pictou County Wellness Centre. “It’s
especially ideal for smaller diameters where you

System 15 and System XFR DWV – providing
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When you compare joining PVC to soldering,

Centre users through high quality, long-lasting
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drain piping.

Made of tough, impact-resistant PVC, System
15 and System XFR are extremely durable and
require virtually no maintenance, offering long-
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